SIX-PACK
DISPENSATION SYSTEM
A SYSTEM WITH AN ATTITUDE

CONVENIENCE IN
EVERY DETAIL
The SIX-PACK touch display
lets you edit programs and
pump parameters, as well as
view pump operation
statistics on the spot.
The main advantage: the SIXPACK system can easily be
connected to pump sets
and washers of all
brands.

Meet the innovative, independent, programmable SIX-PACK liquid soap
dispensation system! Boasting a vibrant display with an intuitive
interface, this powerful module offers more functionality than any system
on the market!

A one-of-a-kind device


Can be hooked up to any washer

 The system is programmed independently and doesn’t depend on
the washer’s controller


6 modes of operation + a diagnostics mode

 Stores almost up to 60 dispensation tasks, which can be split into
3 groups and combined into programs


Collects statistics on each connected pump



Password protection for pump rental organizations



Displays program parameters in real-time



Lets you interfere with running programs



Supports a manifold connection

 Program and pump parameters are editable: soap capacities,
pump activation delays, pump productivity values

The SIX-PACK system
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Can synchronize itself with the washer’s controller



Can be remotely controlled



Connects to a PC for software updates and data exchange

COMPLETE COMPUTERIZATION
Download a modern Windows 10 editor and create and edit
sets of programs, which can then be uploaded to your SIXPACK module via a USB connection.
Existing programs and parameters can also be downloaded
from a SIX-PACK module to your PC for modification.

Program editor running on Windows 10

The program files you create are stored on your PC and can be
freely moved around and copied to any SIX-PACK module.

All of these editing options are also directly available on the
SIX-PACK module, letting you apply any quick changes
without the need to connect to a PC!

SIX-PACK program editor screen

During development, a lot of careful consideration was given
to the design of the software in order to make it as easy to
understand and use as possible.

A program running in real-time

IT’S ALL THAT SIMPLE!
On programmable machines: connect any 2 washer pump control signals to the SIX-PACK
module
On non-programmable machines: connect the inlet and drain valve signals to the SIXPACK module

LEAVE THE REST TO SIX-PACK!
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